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Is my tuition deferred to OSAP? 
How to tell if your tuition has been deferred until your OSAP arrives.  

Log in to Student Center and click the Student Financials tile. You will see your total due displayed on the tile 

Choose the 2023 Fall/Winter term if it doesn’t automatically select it 

Click the link What do I owe in addition to OSAP? 
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If the Amount Due is greater than $0 you must pay that amount out of pocket and have the payment show on your 

Statement of Account by the due date to avoid late penalties. Late penalties will be assessed monthly at a rate of 1.5% 

of the overdue balance.   

NOTE: if your 2nd installment of OSAP is greater than the amount you see OSAP sending to Western, the difference will 

be sent to you via direct deposit with the account you setup on your MSFAA.  

This Net Cost View is your 2nd installment of OSAP/Tuition & Residence.  OSAP will send the amount you see next to 

‘OSAP Funding to Come’ directly to Western in early January. 

If you are an Out of Province (OOP) student who did not received an OOP loan last year, you need to submit a Virtual 

Helpline – Out of Province (OOP) loans before your due date to ensure your tuition is deferred.   

http://registrar.uwo.ca/virtualhelp
http://registrar.uwo.ca/virtualhelp
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How to find your due date: 

In your statement of account scroll down the page half way. You will see your Balance Owing for the year and then your 

automatic payment plan of 1st Installment and the Due Date with the 2nd Installment and Due Date below that. 

If you have any questions feel free to reach out to us via chat (http://westernchat.uwo.ca ) or our Virtual Helpline form 

(http://registrar.uwo.ca/virtualhelp ). 

http://westernchat.uwo.ca/
http://registrar.uwo.ca/virtualhelp



